Applications Expertise

INDUSTRY

APPLICATONS

CUSTOMERS

Entertainment

Camera platform automation systems

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, Cinema Expo Systems

Forest and Building Products

Flying saw systems, screen slope development systems, and automated grading systems, soft log handling, robotic log sorters, wood grading systems, shape sawing systems, soft stop log bucking systems, shape sawing systems, charger/end dogger/carriage drives, LVL press feed systems, laminated shingle lines, IS machine drive systems, servo stacker systems


Packaging

Soft bag agitator machines, trim/corner trim/corner systems, glass container shrink wrapping, can filler/sterilizer machines

Packaging Co. Inc., South Haven Container, Loma, Miller Container, Siemens, the Paper, Proctor & Gamble

Research & Education

Headache and Migraine Systems (HMS), Headache and Migraine Systems, jet/flight/vehicle motion platforms, jet/flight/vehicle motion platforms

Boston Biomedical and Environmental Health Labs, Atlanta Research Institute, University of Washington Biomechanics Laboratory, Weyerhaeuser Wood Products Laboratory

Semiconductor and High Tech

Processor packaging systems, disk drive assembly systems, wafer handling systems, wafer handling systems

Hewlett-Packard, Intel, IBM, KLA America, Siemens, Advanced Testing Systems

Transportation

Motor vehicle systems, seatbelt systems, train/vehicle motion systems, fast-landing systems, corporate flying applications

Boeing, Jacobs, Inc., Hewlett Packard, EMW Chemical, Reimatec Visual Products

For more information, or to get a quote on your motion application, contact us today.

12000 NE 60th Way
Vancouver, WA 98682
Phone: 360.253.4810
Fax: 360.253.4818
e-mail: sales@kinemation.com